
“STEVAN MOKRANJAC” AWARD FOR 2010 

SRĐAN HOFMAN: LOOKING INTO THE MIRRORS OF ANIŠ KAPUR 

 

The jury of the Association of Composers of Serbia, consisting of composer Ivana Stefanovid, 

chairwoman, musicologist Sonja Marinkovid, and composers Aleksandra Vrebalov, Milan Mihajlovid and 

Miloš Zatkalik, after considering the compositions which had their premieres on the national and 

international stages in 2010, have nominated the following works for the award: Looking into the 

Mirrors of Aniš Kapur, for two amplified harps and sound processors of the Logic Pro software, by 

composer Srđan Hofman; Virtual Overture by composer Nataša Bogojevid; Flower in the Desert by 

composer Aleksandar Sedlar Bogojev, and A Small Opera by Milorad Marinkovid. The “Stevan 

Mokranjac” award, the most prestigious award for musical composition in our country, is being 

presented this year for the 16th time under the auspices of the Serbian Ministry of Culture. The jury 

decided unanimously to present the "Stevan Mokranjac" award for 2010 to SRĐAN HOFMAN. 

 

As is the tradition, the award will be presented at the opening ceremony of the 20th International 

Rostrum of Composers in Belgrade. 

 

E x p l a n a t i o n 

 

 With his work in the field of electro-acoustic music, Srđan Hofman has affirmed himself in 

Serbian musical culture as one of the leading authors, with his captivating innovativeness and 

knowledgeable “mastery” of the expressive potentials of a selected medium. Hofman has realized the 

idea to transfer Kapur’s intriguing work(Mirrors, 2010), on display in the Gugenheim Museum in Bilbao, 

into audio form, in a complex way that is characteristic for him, using the full expressional potential of 

two harps, whose sound is “reflected” and transformed into the computer sound that is generated 

when they are played, by transsferring the sound from the stage into a prepared computer program. An 

impressive audio result, the harmoniously conceived dramaturgical arc of the work, the firm logic of 

musical organization, and the knowledgeable use of expressional possibilities, distinguish Hofman’s 

composition as the work of a master of mature compositional script, an exciting and inspiring 

exploration of the space in which traditional instruments and computers are combined. 

 


